
Task 1
Picture Collage 
and Typography

Home learning-
Paperboyo Task



The main challenge is 
looking at everyday 
items in
such a different way to 
see if you can notice 
letter shapes. 



A Level Photography from home
Task 1: Typography through photography

A02-Creative making A03- Recording ideas
Your photography task is to capture through photography the letters that make up the ‘theme’ of 
your choice. This could be to do with lockdown, family, isolation, pastimes, media, news, reflections-
this is really up to you.
These letters will not be conventionally found so you will have to either see them with your creative 
eye or make the letters yourself. Note: you are not making the full alphabet just a title and a series 
of words/images.

For example if you have the theme of ‘Alone’ will need the letters A-L-O-N-E and you could create 
these using your hands/hand shadows to relate to your theme or ask people to use their full body to 
morph into a letter shape against a plain background.
Or you could line up personal belongings on the floor to ‘spell out’ the letters and take a bird’s eye 
photograph.

If you were taking letters for ‘OUTSIDE’ you will need the letters O-U-T-S-I-D-E and can find these 
letters with plants, spell out letters with leaves/twigs/fruit segments/vegetables, find the letters in 
patterns on flowers from your gardens etc.

If you were taking photographs of letters for your daily ‘walk’ or  ‘Journey’ your will need the letters 
J-O-U-R-N-E-Y and can use lots of found objects from your walk to spell out the letters, personal 
items, find letters in cracks in the path, put water on the bottom of your shoes outside and 
photograph the watermarks in the shape of a letter etc.



Letter 
inspiration



A Level Photography from home
Task 1: Typography through photography
A02-Creative making A03- Recording ideas
Once you have taken your photography letters 
separately and they are in focus and cropped if needed 
you will need to present them in a digital sketchbook 
entitled: Task 1 Typography- spelling out your chosen 
theme.
It is your decision if you would like to use Photoshop or 
phone app to make your letters monochrome or keep 
them in colour. Editing can be used creatively, to a 
certain extent but all work must be shown on your edits 
page. Please include contact sheets as well. 
Add your work to TEAMS as it should be a small enough 
file to upload.  Remember-Where can you see letters?
Stay safe- Best of luck, Mrs P!
Home learning task on the next slides.



Creating imaginative Pictures within Images
For your home learning 
task, I want you to make a 
silhouette and use 
perspective to create a new 
scene in the style of 
Paperboyo. This could be 
an indoor scene or a view 
from your window.
1. Create a series of images using 
a silhouette or series of 
silhouettes. Include annotations 
and a contact sheet.
2. Produce at least one slide on 
Paperboyo having looked at his 
Instagram and similar digital 
media sites. 



Here are some examples in his style to get you going!


